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Probably like many others I have felt a mixed bag of emotions and been caught in acute 
intellectual and political knots over the issue of pornography. But though I alighted 
eagerly - if not exactly gleefully - on these two books with an eye for sorting out 
some of these problems, I've set them down feeling profoundly disturbed and not a 
little disappointed. 

Others, however, will surely disagree. The books do, undoubtedly, feed into and 
corroborate prevalent feminist ideas about pornography not only as essentially the 
representation of male sexual violence against women as the 'theory' of rape, but as 
Berverly Brown has described, as 'an exemplary moment of patriarchy' (Brown 1981 ). 
Masculinity is considered to be starkly 'bared' for what it really is in pornography: 
woman hating. Moreover it shows the power of violence integral to the 'intimacy' of its 
(heterosexual) eroticism. These ideas and these books are good fodder indeed for a 
campaign directed at men, heterosexuality, and the suppression of pornography. What 
I personally find so worrying is that there are shades here of what I can only describe as 
a feminist moral panic over pornography. The moot-point with such a panic is that 
both the analysis and identification of the problem and the political remedies put 
forward to rectify it, are seriously misplaced. 

Andrea Dworkin and Susan Griffin are both American feminists - the former a 
writer, the latter a poet and philosopher. Though they make somewhat different 
analyses of pornography, they also discuss some of the same material and in the end 
there are more overlaps in their arguments than there are divergences. Both books are 
marked by a literary (as opposed to a sociological or historical) style in the way that 
they present their widely drawn findings. Andrea Dworkin draws on contemporary 
(written and visual rather than filmic) pornography, on the 'classics' of the Marquis de 
Sa de, Georges Bataille and Henry Miller and pulls 'the scientists of sex' (in fact Alfred 
Kinsey and his co-workers exclusively) into the same net of criticism as the 
pornographers. Susan Griffin also considers writings very disparately placed 
historically and culturally, but she's concerned too to connect up this literature, or at 
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least the 'pornography mind' embedded in it, to the tragic lives of some well-known 
people- de Sade and Marilyn Monroe to cite two. 

If Susan Griffin's prose is 'poetic' in a way which makes it difficult to set out any 
logical structure to her book, Andrea Dworkin is more earth bound, less mystical in her 
use of words. Nevertheless their respective literary styles contribute to the recreation 
for the reader of some of the emotion the writers themselves experienced when 
reading and viewing pornography. Despite moments of (black?) humour in Andrea 
Dworkin's book- 'Does one (female) prefer to be perhaps a violin or definitely a log?', 
discussing two 'expert' versions of women's sexual role within heterosexuality- the 
process of reading both books is certainly not one of pleasure - their sombre and 
ominous covers had already warned of Very Grave Tones inside- nor is it even one of 
merely learning or enlightenment. It is a process in which the reader becomes 
increasingly sickened, outraged and (possibly) saddened. And the writers have surely 
intended this. 

'Rather them than me', I kept thinking as I read their one-step-removed accounts 
of pornography. How much worse to be faced with reams of the real stuff; it would be 
enough to make you feel you were going mad. Indeed Andrea Dworkin in an easily 
missed Afterword describes the acute symptoms she experienced while engaged in 
the research: nausea, nightmares, extreme isolation, everyday objects becoming 
'disgusting, repellent'. I wished that I'd read this Afterword first. It helps to explain 
both the angry emotion with which the books were written and what seems to me to 
characterize the books - a deep political despair. 

The despair is only thinly disguised by an insistence on women's potential power 
to break through the 'pornographic mask', to choose 'eros' rather than 'pornography', 
'beauty' rather than 'silence' (Susan Griffin). For Andrea Dworkin, writing the book 
enabled her to 'triumph over my subject by showing it, remarking it, turning it into 
something that we define and use rather than letting it remain something that defines 
and uses us'. She wrote it for other women so that 'another generation of women', in 
seeing pornography as she had done, 'would be able to reclaim the dreams of freedom 
that pornography has taken from me;. With anguish she writes, 'I had been a hopeful 
radical. Now I am not. Pornography has infected me.' If I'm critical of some of what 
they say it's only after acknowledging the endeavour of these lonely forays into what 
must have seemed an emotional mine field. In simply 'going on', they've opened up the 
territory for, as Andrea Dworkin hopes, a more collective and hopefully less personally 
undermining and less pessimistic political exploration. 

Both writers move off and against 60's notions of pornography as 'sexual 
liberation'. But in arguing this (correctly) on behalf of feminism they tend to lose sight 
of the erotic component to pornography and hence also of its particularity. By sleight 
of terms the object of study then begins to have more in common with patriarchy ( cf. 
pornography as an exemplary moment) and all the dificulties of that too-generalised 
term are similarly thrown up by how pornography is being conceptualized. Each 
writer attempts to define pornography as the expression of one simple relation. For 
Andrea Dworkin it's male power in its manifold and complex forms: 'male power is the 
raison d'etre of pornography; the means of achieving this power'. For Susan Griffin it's a 
psychological relation which creates what she refers to as the 'pornographic mind ... 
which dominates our culture'. Briefly, men deny and fear the feminine in themselves, 
that is the bodily feelings which the mother's breast conjured up for the infant son -
and took away- and in order to control that dread (of himself) and lack of control, he 
projects it onto women. Thus He is Culture, She is Nature, bestial, evil, a threat- to be 
revenged, humiliated, mastered and silenced. Since bodily feelings cannot 
successfully be denied so men must continually make further and more humiliating 
images of women to provide the illusion of control. Hence is the expansion and 
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increasingly violent character of pornography explained. 
Though there are problems with reducing po~ography to any one dimension or 

'explanation', the strands that these writers have isolated allow them to make 
extremely pertinent links outwards from pornography. Andrea Dworkin takes up the 
question of male sexual power as it is characterized in violence between men. She 
maintains that 'Men must come to terms with violence because it is the prime 
component of male identity', and she insists, controversially, that this is as much the 
case for gay men as it is for straight men. It is, nevertheless, the commitment to male 
sexual aggression which enforces 'the taboo against homosexuality'. As far as women 
are concerned we can deduce, I think- Andrea Dworkin never says this- that sexual 
violence against women is consequent on that primary relation of potential violence 
between men. This implies that to understand adequately the sexually violent 
representations of pornography we must also examine those representations 
(seemingly more innocuous to feminism?) of violence between men - war movies, 
W~terns perhaps. Susan Griffin's 'pornographic mind'- the mind/body split- has 
collective expressions other than that of 'men against women'. She makes very 
interesting observations on the similarities between pornography and Christian 
doctrine and on the identity of the 'racist mind' and the 'pornographic mind'. Both 
Christianity and racism fear and victimize 'the feminine', whether it be woman, black 
or Jew. She discusses in some detail the instance of Nazism: the regime's accelerated 
destruction of the Jew which was recorded in fine detail as a way of controlling in print 
what it could not in the end wholly exterminate in the fiesh. 

like the term patriarchy neither the concept 'male power' nor that of 
'pornographic mind' has purchase on the peculiarly capitalist determinations of 
pornography as we know it today. As I've already indicated neither book is concerned 
with historical particularity: pornography tends to be seen as the same across time and 
cultures. Capitalist pornographic enterprise is merely swiftly appraised by the writers 
in order to condemn its expansion and huge profits. I cannot discuss in detail here 
pornography as a commodity for a capitalist market. Suffice to say, firstly that the 
growth in pornography and its increasingly violent representations against women 
surely have as much to do with the 'penetrations' of a capitalist market as they do with 
any 'male power' or 'pornographic mind'. And secondly, the depiction (and 
employment) of women as 'erotic' and to-be-visually consumed has taken place, as 
feminists have frequently pointed out, on a wider commercial front than pornography 
-most germanely in ads and the fashion pages of women's magazines. And we need, in 
examining pornography, to consider the connections between these different sexual 
objectifications of women in which capitalism has taken a hand. We should not, then 
separate off pornography from its more mundane and everyday representations. 

Perhaps the most telling criticism that I have of these two books is that they, like 
the 'feminist moral panic', see women as the victims of pornography and the moral 
redeemers who 'will save the world from porn'. Yet it seems to me that the 
consternation feminists experience over the issue of pornography is not so much 
because it is violent or humiliating but because often, despite our horror, we find it 
erotic, or to put it less controversially, these are the dominant images of the erotic in 
our culture, and feminism can hardly be said to have produced alternative images to 
which we might respond. We will not be able to come to terms with these sexual 
responses or change them, either by blaming men or attempting to suppress 
pornography, or refusing to look at pornography ourselves. As judith Williamson has 
so percipiently put it: 'This desire for cleaned-up images of oneself and the world is 
also repressive. Change certainly doesn't come through denial . . . it's precisely 
repression, a refusal to face things, that produces violence' (Williamson 1981 ). 

Finally, an observation. Contemporarily in our culture commercial pornography 
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is the only popular erotic literature, or 'propaganda for fucking' - Angela Carter's 
graphic description - unless we also want to include what she regards as not just the 
'softest' end of pornography, but also the most 'devious' because it pretends to be 
about LOVE not sex, ie. women's romances (Carter 1979). In buying 'soft' 
pornography at least, people - and if my local newsagent's is anything to go by that 
includes a fair proportion of women - may be showing a greater predilection for sex 
and erotic experience (and not necessarily for male power and violence). As with 
other 'needs', like the need to eat OJ dress up, we cater to them with capitalist goodies. 
And, similarly too we 'use' the products in ways which (partly) suit us. As feminists we 
should at least credit pornography readers with the facility to make different readings: 
all pornography readers are not rapists. If the books left me with any one thought it was 
that we do not know how people, men or women, read pornography. And ignorance, 
unfortunately, does not provide a basis from which to develop a sane political strategy 
around the issue of pornography. 

Janice Winship 
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